
 

1. A Student who for whatever reasons is not able to complete the programme within the 

normal period or the minimum duration prescribed for the programme, may be allowed two 

years period between the normal period to clear the backlog to be qualified for the degree. The 

general formula, therefore it is as follows, 

 

 Time span = N+2 years for the completion of the course. 

      where N stands for normal or minimum duration prescribed for the completion of the   

 programme. 

  

The N+2 rules adopted by the Syndicate and Academic Senate shall be prospective 

and will be applicable for all the  students of the University admitted from the 

Academic year 2019-2020 onwards uniformly. 

 

 For example, if a student gets admitted in the year 2019-2020 of 3 year LL.B. Degree 

course, he/she should complete the course in the year 2022 i,e. the normal period prescribed 

for the course. If he/she has any backlog, they should complete it within the year May 2024 

i.e extra 2 years to complete the backlog. 

 

2. The Students who are currently studying in various programmes will be given three 

additional chances after completion of their regular period of study to become 

eligible for award of the Degree from the time of joining in the programme. In case, 

any student fails to complete the respective programme within the extended period of time 

such candidates ceases to be a student of the University. 

   

 It is resolved that three additional chances means three years, after completion of 

stipulated years of regular period of a course. This is applicable to all courses of the 

University including courses offered in the affiliated law colleges and except Ph.D. 

programme which is regulated by its own regulations as per the UGC guidelines issued 

from time to time.  

 

 For example, if a student gets admitted in the year 2017-2018 of 5 year B.A.LL.B. 

Degree course, he/she should complete the course in the year May 2022 i,e. the normal 

period prescribed for the course. If he/she has any backlog, they should complete it within the 

year 2025 i.e extra 3 years to complete the backlog. 

 

3. Students who have already completed their programme of study of any courses 

offered in the University shall have to complete their programme within a further 

span of 3 years. If he/she fails to do so, within such an extended time, such candidate ceases 

to be a student of the University and this is effective from May 2019 examination. 
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